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Female cichlids will create dominance hierarchies in the absence
of males. We investigated whether females cichlids in dominance
hierarchies will have similar hierarchical behavior as males.
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- When a dominant male in a cichlid hierarchy is
removed, one of the males left behind will become
dominant
- Males who become dominant undergo behavioral
and transcriptional changes within the first fifteen
minutes following the dominant male being removed

Experimental Design and Results:
Female and male cichlids in single-sex environments
have similar dominance hierarchies
Hypothesis: When a dominant female cichlid is removed from
the environment, one of the female cichlid’s remaining will
undergo the same behavioral and transcriptional changes as
a male, and become dominant within fifteen minutes
While assays of transcription changes would be difficult to
manage, the changes in color and behavior that occur in the fish
during that first fifteen minute period can be easily observed
We measured changes in color and aggression over fifteen minutes
and then the same three to four days following removal to observe
if the same female is still dominant
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Fish that appeared to become dominant within
fifteen minutes of removal of the previous dominant
retained their dominance three days later
The left column of this graph indicates which female appeared
to be dominant (acted most aggressive and territorial) and the
right column indicates which female appeared to be dominant
three days later. Each paired point represents one trial, and
the colors of the line represent the recognition tag of an
individual fish

Results cont.:

The amount of time required for a fish to
become dominant; all female cichlids that
replaced the previous dominant female
underwent behavioral changes –
aggression and territoriality – within
fifteen minutes following the removal of
the previous dominant female

Conclusions:

Cichlids in an all-female hierarchy
share the same response to the
removal of a dominant individual
as cichlids in an all-male hierarchy
do
Future Investigations:
- Hierarchy changes when a dominant female cichlid is
removed and allowed to re-enter the environment
after a new hierarchy forms
- Hormonal and transcriptional assays of the cichlids
immediately following a new dominant cichlid taking
over
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